On December 17-18, asked to concentrate on preparing the World of the Career Teacher," The 1965-66 Regional Teacher Education requirements; beginning in Raleigh on December 17-18, will be held at the Hotel Sir Walter Jones, Eula Battle, and Marolyn Choir Presents Christmas Concert Dec. 12

Aggie Sentiment On Viet Nam How Do You Feel — Or Do You Feel?

by LEE HOUSE, JR.

The waging "hot" war in Viet Nam and its influence upon the daily activities of college students, pre-school children, with reference to the Southeast Asian dilemma have necessitated concern on our own campuses. Certainly as college students, informed citizens, and human beings, we, too, should manifest interest and involvement in the situation.

In the way of explanation it should be recognized that on the one hand the extremists of the left (communistically inclined) sponsor the "Vietlaks," while the extremists of the right (fascistically inclined) sponsor the "Vietkids," which are salvaging grotesque criticisms. It is small wonder that today's collegian is, or at least should be, the most informed and concerned, as a group, on the situation.

For a terse background into the issue, it should be known that communist, immediate, backtracking leads back to the Geneva Conference of 1954. It was there that France, Great Britain, French Viet Nam, Laos, Cambodia, the Soviet Union, Communist China, and the United States sponsored delegates (on the foreign minister level) so that the Indo-Chinese problem could be rectified.

The Geneva Agreement was actually a military cease fire agreement although on a political and diplomatic level. It was agreed that the 17th parallel would serve as the cease-fire line and the subsequent diversion of Viet Nam. The agreement provided for a cessation of hostilities and the introduction of non-troops and observations as well as new military

National Groups Elect A&T Heads To Committees

Dr. J. C. Dowdy, president of A&T College, was unanimously elected chairman of Public Institutions of Higher Learning in the Southern States at its annual meeting November 26.

The organization is affiliated with the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools and meets periodically with it in Richmond, Virginia, the latter part of November and the first of December.

Dr. Dowdy who will serve as chairman during 1965-66 succeeds Henry Antwine, president of Armstrong State College, Savannah, Georgia, as the chairman of EVW, all of which the French had been the burden.

The Geneva Agreement was actually a military cease fire agreement although on a political and diplomatic level. It was agreed that the 17th parallel would serve as the cease-fire line and the subsequent division of Viet Nam. The agreement provided for a cessation of hostilities and the introduction of non-troops and observations as well as new military

(Continued on page 3)

Dr. S. J. Dunn Gets Research Award To Conduct Study On Germination

by E. P. CORBETT

A professor at A&T College has begun a research study which he hopes will help to provide a new and inexpensive source for chemicals used in insecticides, but also a new cash crop for North Carolina farmers.

The man is Dr. Samuel J. Dunn, professor and chairman of the Plant Industries at the A&T College School of Agriculture. He has been awarded a modest allowance by the U. S. Department of Agriculture to conduct cooperative research on "Germination and Seed Establishment of Vigna Vogelli," thus reporter asked.

"What in the world is Vigna Vogelli," this reporter asked.

Dr. Dunn explained it simply. "Vigna Vogelli is a tropical shrub grown principally in South America and the East Indies."

Dr. Dunn explained it simply. "Vigna Vogelli is a tropical shrub grown principally in South America and the East Indies."

Vigna Vogelli has several advantages over the Durra plant. Its protein is highly contained in leaves and branches and, therefore, very efficiently and economically with conventional farm machinery; and, most important of all, it will grow abundantly here in North Carolina. Agriculturists project a yield of from 100,000 to 100,000 acres of the plant this coming year, creating a brand new money crop for North Carolina Farmers. It has one big disadvantage. Too many legs. It grows 'wild' or has a tough outer covering. These latter facts will be the downfall in poor and croaky crop stands.

So, Dr. Dunn, and his crew will be working at discovering ways of improving and speeding germination aimed at procuring good stand in the crop.

The new string section forms the nucleus of the newly organized A&T College Symphony Orchestra. J. J. Williams, assistant director of bands, is the conductor of the group, composed of 21 student musicians.

In the group from left to right are first row — Virginia Massey, Charles E. Bennett, Dr. J. J. Williams, assistant director of bands, is the conductor of the group, composed of 21 student musicians.

(Continued on page 3)
Where Is Your Heart?

As recently as October 1964, letters to the editor were termed the "Campus Pulse." Evidently, the campus heart must have a leaky valve because it is not pumping letter to the editor.

Perhaps the heart of the campus was enlarged from the beginning, and the effect is just being noticed. The Student Government is thinking of running a series of polls to determine students' opinions on certain topical issues. This organization should not have to drag your opinions out of you in the form of time-consuming polls which we are to be organized down up, and tabulated. It should be left free to concentrate on problems concerning the student body.

The only way this will be possible, however, is for you to express your opinion in letters to the editor. Most often, chronic complainers of school problems are those persons who really make no contribution to solutions for these problems. How can they? Constant complaints consume three fourths of their time. They need the other one fourth of their time to find something to complain about.

If the administration or the Student Government is to help the student body solve its problems, it must first know what problems face the students. This is an important requirement for action geared toward solutions to school problems.

Realizing that the heart is a muscular organ which pumps letters to the editor, that is determining the "Campus Pulse" rate, the Editor staff feels that the "Campus Pulse" can be strengthened. It solicits aid from each person who considers himself an Aggie.

Letters to the editor need not always be letters of praise. The Register welcomes letters of complaint which contain constructive criticism and/or possible solutions to problems involving the student body. However, the editor reserves the right to discard unsigned letters, to decide whether or not to print letters, and to print the writer's name unless otherwise requested.

Costly Damage

It has been reported that over $270 worth of damage has been done to the vandals roaming the campus since October 11, 1965.

The sad part about the situation is that the students are only hurting themselves. Money that could be used to aid the students must go to repairing the damage done to the machines.

Vandalism is a serious offense if apprehended. Students caught committing such acts will be turned over to the proper authorities. If the destruction continues, the machines will be permanently removed from the campus.

Proper Dress For Students

Because first impressions are sometimes lasting impressions, young ladies should concern themselves with their outward appearance. Clothes are not made only to cover the body. They should stress one's attributes and hide his defects as much as possible.

A very expensive dress or suit does not insure one of being a "knock-out," unless, of course, this term is used in a derogatory sense. If one buys inexpensive clothes, he still has no excuse for not being appropriately dressed. The main concern of those who wish to be dressed appropriately for the occasion should be to appear neat, clean, and simply attired. Elaborate dress is almost always out of place except at a masquerade ball.

There have been many suggestions for the attire of young ladies on various occasions, and there have been some restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and regulations imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them.

There are many things that the young women of the college can do to appear neat, clean, and simply attired. Elaborate dress is almost always out of place except at a masquerade ball.

The dress is very simple in design with a high waistline located under the bust with a flat back and front. The skirt can be permanently attached or detachable depending on the individual's taste. It may be used for several skirts if desired. The shirt should be neat and touching only the upper part.

ATTENTION: Just a reminder, grades. The fall semester has ended and one must be reminded of certain things. One of the most important things is the wearing of wood jewelry. This type of jewelry is worn in the spring or early summer and in proper climates like Florida. This jewelry, if worn in very cold weather, the sweater will crack or if worn in extremely hot weather the sweater will melt.

A Letter To The Editor

A brilliant profile is only one solid step toward success. There are men of great mental capacity warming park benches because they are unwilling to put forth the effort to make use of their mental gifts. Ambition, hard work, and sheer luck are also heavy contributors to any future success you may have for yourself.

A booklet entitled "HOW TO STUDY AND LEARN" has been published by the purpose of aiding the students in the effort to make use of their mental gifts. The booklet relates the importance of studying systematically, note-taking, comprehensive reading, expression, and study discipline. This booklet will be very beneficial for the student who desires to try to improve the habits of studying and learning.

Know Others Know Yourself

By SYDNEY J. HARRIS

Editor's Note: The following appeared in the Greensboro Daily News, Monday.

A college student in California seized the opportunity of running a series of polls to determine students' opinions on certain topical issues. This organization need not have to drag your opinions out of you in the form of time-consuming polls which we are to be organized down up, and tabulated. It should be left free to concentrate on problems concerning the student body.

The sad part about the situation is that the students are only hurting themselves. Money that could be used to aid the students must go to repairing the damage done to the machines.

There have been many suggestions for the attire of young ladies on various occasions, and there have been some restrictions imposed upon them. Many young ladies complain about these restrictions or regulations, resent the suggestions, and fail to abide by many of them. Young women of the college should realize, however, that the suggestions and restrictions given them are only attempts by interested persons to see that the young women of the college are appropriately dressed for each and every occasion. Certain privileges have been granted young ladies, particularly, in the wearing of pants, but the chance of these privileges may be made necessary for more regulations to be imposed upon the young women of this college.

(Continued on Page 6)
“Will The Negro Revolution Fail?”

Asks Lecturer Jay Richard Kennedy

By LEE HOUSE

For its fall program the Bluford Library staff presented noted author, speaker, and traveler, Jay Richard Kennedy. Mrs. Alene C. Young, chairman of the program committee, introduced Mr. Kennedy as having been everything from sharecropper to executive printer, motion picture producer, and presidential secretary to the committee for Ethiopian Independence — including bricklayer, longshoreman and prisoner — picture producer, radio and screen writer, investment banker, and circuit city worker. Before Mr. Kennedy sat down his audience was aware of his outstanding experiences, wit, and dedication to humanity.

In answer to the question “Will the Negro Revolution fail?” Mr. Kennedy has inspired and invigorated thousands of sympathizers for the Negro cause. For a full scope of his views don’t fail to read his latest book released: Favor the Bumper, a timely, bold new novel with an interracial theme.

Will the Negro Revolution fail? It is up to you; don’t pass the buck.

JAY RICHARD KENNEDY

National Groups
Elect A&T Heads
To Committees

(Continued from page 1)

Dr. F. A. Williams, director of planning and development here, has been named to the Executive Committee of the National Association for the Education of the Aging of the United States. The former dean of the Graduate School and director of Extended Services was recently appointed director of Planning and Development, a new position at A&T.

This organization will meet in Denver, Colorado, during the spring.

Vernon Packer

Becomes President

Of Sampsonians

For its fall program the Bluford Library staff presented noted author, speaker, and traveler, Jay Richard Kennedy. Mrs. Alene C. Young, chairman of the program committee, introduced Mr. Kennedy as having been everything from sharecropper to executive printer, motion picture producer, and presidential secretary to the committee for Ethiopian Independence — including bricklayer, longshoreman and prisoner — picture producer, radio and screen writer, investment banker, and circuit city worker. Before Mr. Kennedy sat down his audience was aware of his outstanding experiences, wit, and dedication to humanity.

In answer to the question “Will the Negro Revolution fail?” Mr. Kennedy has inspired and invigorated thousands of sympathizers for the Negro cause. For a full scope of his views don’t fail to read his latest book released: Favor the Bumper, a timely, bold new novel with an interracial theme.

Will the Negro Revolution fail? It is up to you; don’t pass the buck.

JAY RICHARD KENNEDY

Vernon Packer

Becomes President

Of Sampsonians

Forty-six Sampsonians in an organized effort Thursday elected Vernon Packer as their president and Sula Brawington as their queen.

Other officers were Dwight Boykins, vice president; Eldred Daniels, secretary; Venita Brawington, assistant secretary; and Sula Brawington, treasurer. Mr. G. W. Wray and Miss Dorothy M. Miller are advisers.

Sampson County is the most widely rural of the one hundred counties in North Carolina.

Re-write the books!

There’s a change in curriculum, Toronado’s in! Front wheel drive with 385-horse Rocket V-8 takes the guess work out. No more cramping. No more frames. Six passengers are a snap! Toronado styling takes honors over anything on the road! In fact ... sample the style and action of any of the Toronado-inspired Rocket Action Oldsmobiles. You’ll want to major in Olds ownership! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!

STEP OUT FRONT IN '66

...in a Rocket Action Car!

OLDSMOBILE

GREAT TIME TO DO WHERE THE ACTION IS ... THE FAST, FLEXIBLE, ACTION-AWARE QUALITY MOBILE WINS.
Student NEA (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

Only a small portion of time will be spent listening to speeches. A report of the social committee revealed the refreshment list for Friday, December 5—fruit punch or eggnog, open-face sandwiches, Christmas candy, and potato chips. The weather change of the F. D. R. Student will be greater with the Phi Beta tree, mistletoe, holly, and red balls.

The membership committee reported a very successful venture. To date, the Student NEA has fifty members. Another drive for membership will be launched the first week of the year.

A committee composed of Gru Lockley, Harry Bannister, Margaret Stemberg, Janet Holliday, Virginia Bell, and Gloria Paxton will be assisted by Mrs. Anna Graves in visiting a state of officers for the first off school term. Persons selected for possible office will be interviewed by the committee to determine zones for particular offices.

Student NEA plans purchased by members were given to them. Ask the student to complete a drive on December 12.

The thought for the Student NEA meeting held December 2 was as follows:

Lights of great men reached and swept
Were not attained by sudden flight;
But they, while their companions slept
Were toiling upward in the night.

Congressman Seeking Applicants for Military Academy Cadets

Congressman John Conyers, Jr. (Dem., Michigan) has announced that he is seeking applicants for 1966 appointments to West Point, the Naval Academy, the Air Force Academy, and the Merchant Marine Academy. "I am hopeful that a large number of young men will apply for the 1966 class at the various military academies," declared Conyers. "Not only do they offer a fine educational program, but they help to develop the kind of officers who can serve their country well through their desire to build a peaceful world for us all."

In a letter sent to the young men who had previously written concerning the military academies, Conyers outlined the qualifications for admission to these institutions. The academies seek well-rounded young men with good high school records and the qualities of leadership and who will be physically, mentally, and spiritually sound and ready to become officers in the various branches of the United States Armed Forces.

Congressman Conyers will make at least one appointment each to West Point, West Point, New York; the Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland; and the Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado. Applications may be obtained from the Merchant Marine Academy at

Pre-Law Conference To Be Held Dec. 18
At Columbia Univ.

Upperclassmen who are interested in law or its related branches may be interested to know that the Columbia University School of Law will hold a Pre-Law Conference, Saturday, December 18. This will be the fourth annual conference sponsored by the New York Bar Association. This year’s program consists of a study of legal cases and legal material, along with classes in civil procedure, constitutional, and real estate law.

There will be numerous seminars dealing with a variety of subjects in the field of law. The seminars will deal with subjects such as Law Making in a Changing Society, Professional Ethics, and The Lawyer’s Role in the American Economy. There will be a study of legal cases and legal material, along with classes in civil procedure, constitutional, and real estate law.

Following a buffet luncheon, a panel discussion is scheduled on the topic “Legal Education as the Basis of a Productive and Challenging Career.”

The conference ends with a Meet and Greet in the lounge of the School of Law and a look at the annual Law and Legal Progress Program.

DON McCANN

(Managing Editor of the 1966 Bethlehem "Loop" Course is a key man in the engineering department in our plant near Buffalo, N.Y. He’s typical of young men on the move at Bethlehem Steel.

Seeks and graduates students in engineering and non technical curricula will soon be interviewed for the 1966 Bethlehem Loop Course. We offer splendid career opportunities in steel plant operations, research, sales, mining, accounting, and other activities.

For detailed information, pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course," at your Placement Office.

An Equal Opportunity Employer in all its branches
Sutton And Campbell Chosen As Sophomores Of The Month

The sophomore class has begun an interesting project. Its purpose is to find and display outstanding sophomores of the month. Mr. W. R. Prather, Executive Council of Organizations (ECO), the United Men's Con­ vention, and an active mem­ ber of the "Administrative Hal­ pers," Mr. Prather is a native of Klondyke. Members of the organization are scheduled to arrive at the college and carry on an active campaign for the purpose of finding and selecting outstanding sophomores.

Aggie Sentiment

"activists" (frequently oppose U. S. policy in Viet Nam, Nov. 30), (silently or quietly oppose the American policy), "apathetic" (uninterested and uncom­ moned); "Protestant" (U. S. is committed and must shoulder re­ sponsibilities); and "hawk" (frequently support U. S. policy in Viet Nam).

It should not be difficult, for any of us, to associate our own senti­ ments with the above terms. It is the purpose of this article to investigate most of the student interest in the crucial Viet Nam dilemma upon the campus of A&T College. It is also intended to give the campus sentiment as a rough of the article, more extended and more detailed on the issue in question. It is hoped that all intelligent, interested, and informed students, faculty mem­ bers, and staff employees will fill in the questionnaire (entered be­ low), clip it out, and place it in boxes distributed at various posts on campus (Gryphyn, Morgan, Sun­ dby, Brown, Scott, Hudson, liber­ ty, Canteen). A follow up article will analyze the results of Aggie sentiment on a percentage basis and offer further discussion.

"Protest" (frequently oppose U. S. policy in Viet Nam, Nov. 30), "Dove" (silently oppose U. S. policy in Viet Nam, Nov. 30), "Apathetic" (simply uncon­ cerned about the issue in question), "Protestant" (U. S. is committed and must shoulder re­ sponsibilities), and "hawk" (frequently support U. S. policy in Viet Nam).
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Dr. Daniel Reviews Scarlet Letter For Meeting Of Fortnightly Club

By PATRICIA LANIER

"SINGLED OUT_NAME_2 name of his fellowwoman MORE THAN JESUS REQUIRED OF MAN!"

This question was raised on the audience that was present at the meeting of the Fortnightly Club by Dr. Walter C. Daniel, the guest speaker, who presented a discus­ sion on the Scarlet Letter as a litera­ ture, sanitary, and November 16, in the Art Gallery of Museum of History. Scarlet Letter is a novel written by Nathaniel Hawthorne concern­ ing a woman who has committed adultery living in a community of stern, ugly, and un­ communicative men and women. Dr. Daniel stated that he was a "myth and ritual" man when it came to literary criticism as he ap­ proached the Scarlet Letter as alle­ gorical nature. At least its citizens would think that way some years ago. Daniel said, "It is in this context that I claim the myth of the religious over-concern — whether it is the sinners in the parable of a Wo­ man Taken in Adultery, or in the Scarlet Letter — appears in bold relief as a matter of fact.

The approach that Dr. Daniel used in his discussion of the Scarlet Letter proved to be quite informative as well as stimulating to those who had read the Scarlet Letter as well as those who had not. After a very informal lecture, there was a question-and-answer period that proved quite enlightening to all who were present.

Dr. Daniel stated that the "eternal truths of the human condition are represented, that they may be the case in the novel as they are in the women's minds, and that the novel is a test of literary art, and that the aesthetic construct in any piece of litera­ ture is a test of literary art, and that the aesthetic construct in any piece of litera­

Mrs. E. B. Johnson Honored At Tea By Women's Council

She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Piggott, Mrs. Ca­ tharine H. Robison, Miss Margar­ ette Horton, Mrs. Elizabeth McCloy, and Miss Betty Bluford. In addition, the members of the Women's Council and President of the Student Councils and the Greensboro Inter­ 

Whoppersurger Fishe Woppper

The FRANK HOUSE

1324 EAST MARS STREET

College Shopping Center

Corduroy Good For 50c OFF

CHICKEN WHOPPER (regular 50c) NOW 45c

Good December 12-16

1 Coupon Per Person

BOLOGNAWHOPPER HAMWOPPER
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When you can't afford to be dull, sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

NoDoz® keep Alert. Tablets fight off the sleepy feeling of mental sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore your power of concentration, which helps quicken physical reactions. You become more alert and ready to peak. Yet NoDoz is as safe as coffee. Again, when you can't afford to be dull, sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

SAFE AS COFFEE

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

"THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING"

1005 East Market Street
Greensboro, North Carolina

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

WANT A FREE SAMPLE?

FREE PHOTO

6 FOCKET SIZE BLACK AND WHITE PRINTS FOR $2.00

ARRANGE SITTING AT

2:00 P.M.

CALL L. A.wise 800

Phone KI-6402

GREENSBORO, N. C.

When you can't afford to be dull, sharpen your wits with NoDoz.®

ACNE spoiling your fun?

USE CENAC® for Men or Women

Regularly 10c

BOICOMBOBO
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Mel Phillips Signs Contract With San Francisco 49ers

BY EARNEST FULPON

Melvin Phillips, star half back of the A&T College Aggies, signed a contract last week to play professional football with the San Francisco 49ers of the National Football League. Phillips is a physical education major from Shelby.

This reporter asked him to give his general opinions of playing pro ball, however, during the interview he was just as impressive as a person as he is on the football field. He hasn't let being drafted into the major leagues affect him. When asked why he chose the 49ers, Phillips said he chose the city as one of the upcoming towns of the National Football League. Since they are not injured, he wanted to start training in the 49ers' system. He knows that he will have to hustle exceptionally hard to make the team.

Phillips will probably work out as a defensive corner back or safety. Cornerback is the most difficult position in professional football. If the pro's can expect more moves, and have to concentrate on the man he is playing. To a defensive back, reaction time is very important. About Phillips' philosophy on tackling, he feels that any back who hesitates is a defeated player. Phillips believes that physical conditioning is the thing to make the pro's. He is doing minimum exercises to keep his physical condition; and in January he will be doing his spring training in San Francisco.

The potential and ability of a player in professional football are the most important factors in developing him into an outstanding player. Coach Groomes, the Aggie backfield coach, helped develop the 1965 team. As the game progressed, they haven't suffered any serious injuries, but were lacking in rebounds, good control of the ball. He also feels that any back with the experience to do the job, and a veteran line. Overall the Aggies outrebounded the Tar Heels 32-10.

Coach Forrest Willis told him into an outstanding player. He has an excellent chance of making it with the 49ers. What he lacks in physical ability, he will make up in drive, determination, and attitude. He has an all-American heart.

Aggies Lose Two In Atlanta, Ga.

Cagers Continue Season in Georgia

By CHARLES McKOV

Aggies started the season with a bad note as they were defeated in the first two games and slimmed to 39-88, 42-71.

The Aggies went to the National Basketball Tournament in Atlanta, Georgia.

Wednesday Night, December 1, the Aggies played a very outstanding game against Southerm University but were defeated by a better team. As the game progressed the lead became interchangeeable. They were finally defeated 40 to 47 losing finding themselves weak in rebounds and free throws. Late in the game the Aggies began to feel too much, which gave the oppositio a winning margin. George Mack and Robert Samuel led the Aggies with 22 points each. Mack led the Aggies in rebounds with 7, followed by Teddy Campbell with 4.

Free Throws 12-25-50
 rebounds 37 10
Field Goals 30-66 48-32
Shooting Percentage 45.8 46.5

free throws were won in the same areas as they were the night before against Southern University. James Webber led the Aggies with 20 points followed by George Mack with 12 and Bernard Barnes with 10 in rebounds. Teddy Campbell led with 6.

Coach Groomes stated that Coach Piggott was probably work out as a defensive corner back or safety. Cornerback is the most difficult position in professional football. If the pro's can expect more moves, and have to concentrate on the man he is playing. To a defensive back, reaction time is very important. About Phillips' philosophy on tackling, he feels that any back who hesitates is a defeated player. Phillips believes that physical conditioning is the thing to make the pro's. He is doing minimum exercises to keep his physical condition; and in January he will be doing his spring training in San Francisco.

The potential and ability of a player in professional football are the most important factors in developing him into an outstanding player. Coach Groomes, the Aggie backfield coach, helped develop the 1965 team. As the game progressed, they haven't suffered any serious injuries, but were lacking in rebounds, good control of the ball. He also feels that any back with the experience to do the job, and a veteran line. Overall the Aggies outrebounded the Tar Heels 32-10.

Coach Forrest Willis told him into an outstanding player. He has an excellent chance of making it with the 49ers. What he lacks in physical ability, he will make up in drive, determination, and attitude. He has an all-American heart.
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Aggies started the season with a bad note as they were defeated in the first two games and slimmed to 39-88, 42-71.

The Aggies went to the National Basketball Tournament in Atlanta, Georgia.

Wednesday Night, December 1, the Aggies played a very outstanding game against Southern University but were defeated by a better team. As the game progressed the lead became interchangeable. They were finally defeated 40 to 47 losing finding themselves weak in rebounds and free throws. Late in the game the Aggies began to feel too much, which gave the opposition a winning margin. George Mack and Robert Samuel led the Aggies with 22 points each. Mack led the Aggies in rebounds with 7, followed by Teddy Campbell with 4.

Free Throws 12-25-50
 rebounds 37 10
Field Goals 30-66 48-32
Shooting Percentage 45.8 46.5

free throws were won in the same areas as they were the night before against Southern University. James Webber led the Aggies with 20 points followed by George Mack with 12 and Bernard Barnes with 10 in rebounds. Teddy Campbell led with 6.

Coach Groomes stated that Coach Piggott

ECON-CAR

Rental System

103 S. Davie St.

IS NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS
FOR THE A&T

$60.00

ENTIRE PERIOD

GET A CARLOAD

TOGETHER AND CALL

273-2845